
Haley’s Honey Meadery  
Mead Menu 

   
Mead (Pick 4) and honey Tastings          $10  
Mead Flight- Pick four  $12 Flight  
 
Session Carbonated Meads 
1. The Point- Honey Mead  6% $7 glass 
2. lOVE YOUR mELONS-WATERMELON Mead 6% $7 Glass 
3. The Patch-Strawberry Mead                        6% $7 Glass 
4. tHE hILL- BLUEBERRY Mead         6% $7 Glass 

   
Still Mead 
5. Five and Dime Warrior 
Semi-Sweet Virginia Mead- Year Round 12% ABV $8G / 16B 
The go-to in an introduction to mead. We ferment Virginia Finest honey, water and yeast, then age it 
for 3 months to smooth it out. It’s really a lot more complicated than this, but the finished product is 
a smooth light bodied semi sweet traditional mead. From the first timer to the old pro meader, this 
is as simple as it comes.  

  
6. Go-Sip (blackberry)       12% ABV          $9G / 18B 
Blackberry and Blackbeard go hand in hand.  Now belly up to the bar and get some blackberry 
mead, but don’t guzzle too much or you might gossip.  Mind your P’s and Q’s and drink some Go-Sip. 
Ingredients: Blackberries and honey 

 
7. Liquid Silk Vanilla Mead 12% ABV $9G / 18B 
Vanilla is the perfect partner for all things sweet. Vanilla mead is a silky, lush mead.  It 
is a velvety mead as smooth as German Chocolate melting in your mouth. The taste of 
vanilla mead is delicate, exotic and creamy.  
 
8. Midnight Elixir (blackberry & Cherry)     12% ABV  $9G /18B 
Midnight Elixir is a dark, decadent berry blend from juicy blackberries and cherries.  
 
9. Four Fairies Mead      12% ABV  9G /18B 
Four Fairies is not just for your typical fairy.  It has a smooth, perfect tart taste with a  mixture of 
Black Currants, Cherries, Red Raspberries, and Blackberries.  (Almost Sold out) 

 

10. Blue Devil (blueberry mead) 12% ABV $9G/18B 
The taste of Blueberry is smooth up front, then the Oak hits you on the backend. It's a nice 
compliment that lets you have the Virginia Blueberries and honey with the Devil's touch at 
the end. 

 

Mead (honey wine) dates back to biblical times and was very popular in early England. In fact, the term 
“honeymoon” relates to the early English custom of newlyweds drinking mead for the first month of their 
marriage.  This honey mead is best served at room temperature or slightly chilled. Mead is Fermented honey. 
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11. Apple of my Eye Cyser- All Year 12% ABV $8 glass/18B 
Virginia APPLES,APPLES,APPLES 
This mead is made with apple cider and lots of APPLES. The finished product is a smooth sweet 
taste of you guessed it... APPLES. For a new twist on an old recipe, we add a few cinnamon sticks 
to take it over the top. It’s almost like drinking an apple pie with 12% ABV.  
 
12. Dusty Orchard (Dry Virginia Apple Mead)       12% ABV $8Glass/18B 
Yes I’m making a slightly dry apple mead, because I’m told that not everyone likes sweet or semi 
sweet mead. My response was “WHY?” So for the small percentage of you that just love dry, this is 
the best I can do. Enjoy. 
 
13. Dragon Heart  (Cherry mead) 12% ABV $8G/18B 
Do you have what it takes to grab a Dragon's Heart? This cherry mead will give you the courage 
to go on an epic adventure. 
 
 

More Meads to be released within the next few months.   
Check back soon! 
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